
A quiet week for VLCC’s with MEG volumes remaining far behind 
those seen for previous months. There has been slightly busier 
for the long-haul voyages from Wafr and USG headed east, and 
rates have remained flat around last done levels. Up until today 
the West Africa deals done have all been concluded sub-ws40, 
which means that only the best consumers will manage to cover 
their opex. The late Friday fixing did muster up an equivalent of 
w41.24 (IOC Wafr/Paradip), which leaves a feeling of an 
somewhat ‘stronger’ market for next week should the volume 
pick up. In the North Sea it has remained quiet but one/two deal 
reported today show rates have maintained.

After the relative mayhem of last week some uncertainty remains
over the fate of West Africa. With a couple of outstanding
cargoes meeting resistance & a widespread reluctance to fix
eastbound, Charterers elected to straddle the weekend in the
hope of finding calmer waters. TD20’s upward correction above
60 leaves Owners in a bullish mood.

The fundamentals of a heavy flow in the 3rd decade is however
undermined by last week’s rapid erosion, with only a half dozen
cargoes estimated outstanding in May despite the 50+ stem
decade. Force Majeure’s enforced in Nigeria (NEMBE
CREEK/BONNY/AMENAM) not only left 15-20m bbls unsold as of
last week but will likely slow coverage of end month movements -
in other words by COB tomorrow Owners will view a near enough
blank whiteboard and elect whether to sit it out and bank on
June bbls & end month Nigerian stems emerging next week

Levels in the Baltic and North Sea have consistently risen
throughout the week as cgo’s continue to arise and the tonnage
list remains tight. Owners are enjoying the busy rebco program.
And whilst the cargo’s continue to come, rates are expected to
continue rising. Ust-luga crude contamination is still causing
uncertain itineraries and delays. Resulting in late runners and
replacements being required. We expect rates to be tested
throughout next week.

The MED and Black sea remain firm with Black sea sitting at WS
115 and x/med WS 107.5. Still a healthy number of cgo’s expected
from the Black sea and Libya. The list remains relatively tight and
owners will continue to test levels going into and throughout
next week. Providing inquiry remains consistent. The strength of

neighbouring regions is preventing vessels from ballasting into
the MED. Which helps prevent the list from becoming too long,
further contributing to the firming sentiment. Next week rates
should continue rising.

A steady week for MR’s in North west Europe with minimal rate
fluctuation with enough cargo activity to keep rates level, TC-2
runs now paying 37x112.5 WS with a 10-point premium for west
Africa. Across the pond the USG market finally picked up and
rates rose rapidly TC-14 up to 38x97.5 which should be enough to
prevent further ballasters bound for Europe. The handies
remained weak and slowly slipped fixture by fixture with Baltic –
UKC now deemed 30x117.5 WS with cross Cont paying 107.5WS.
The LR1’s dropped significantly with a few ships taken out early
at the same level 60x85WS. LR2’s are notably tighter but no real
excitement to report MED-Japan ticks over around USD 1.85m lvl

A strong start to the week with good activity quickly cleared the
list after the bank holiday in London on Monday, and
subsequently rates reacted on Tuesday, with cross MED pushing
around 30x140WS, although without the enquiry to solidify these
levels, while Black Sea even achieved 30x160WS for a ppt
replacement. Inevitably, the following couple of days have gone
quieter, perhaps partly due to lack of tonnage available and
perhaps some charterers are holding cargos back. Subsequently,
the levels haven't properly been tested since. The market seems
very much in balance - a busy Monday against the tight list and
rates will continue to firm, although we expect more tonnage to
replenish the list off 20-25th dates should this becomes the fixing
window. It does seem however that the earlier window has not
yet been covered - watch this space.

MRs in the MED have had another flat week, a few stems easily
covered 37x115WS but not enough activity to get owners hopes
up. A few failings and 37x112.5WS on subs ex NWE inevitably
kept things soft and tonnage well supplied. The firmer handy
market has attracted some MR attention, with MRs now easily
competing with Handies for any MED/ UKC runs. WAFR continues
to demand a +10-12.5WS point premium, while expect Brazil to
settle 37x130WS. Going East also to be tested, although with
things looking firmer the other side of Suez it should be an
attractive route and could come under pressure - we freight

MED/ AG AT USD 800k for now but needs testing.
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### Route Qnt USD / Day Δ W-O-W

TD1 ME Gulf / US Gulf 280,000 -10,608 ↑Firmer

TD3C  ME Gulf / China 270,000 7,693 ↓Softer

TD6  Black Sea / Med 135,000 12,152 ↑Firmer

TD8  Kuwait / Sing. 80,000 14,108 ↑Firmer

TD9  Caribs / US Gulf 70,000 1,631 ↑Firmer

TD14  Asia / Australia 70,000 13,158 ↑Firmer

TD17  Baltic / UKC 100,000 22,269 ↑Firmer

TD20  WAF / Cont 130,000 11,840 ↑Firmer

Route Qnt USD / WS Δ W-O-W

TC1 ME Gulf / Japan 75,000 15,019 ↑Firmer

TC2  Cont / USAC 37,000 6,332 ↓Softer

TC5 ME Gulf / Japan 55,000 12,344 ↑Firmer

TC6 Algeria / EU Med 30,000 WS 142 ↑Firmer

TC7 Sing. / ECA 30,000 13,116 ↑Firmer

TC8 ME Gulf / UKC 65,000 WS 28 ↑Firmer

TC9 Baltic / UKC 30,000 WS 122 ↑Firmer
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The information contained within this report is given in good faith
based on the current market situation at the time of preparing this
report and as such is specific to that point only. While all reasonable
care has been taken in the preparation and collation of information
in this report Affinity (Shipping) LLP (and all associated and affiliated
companies) does not accept any liability whatsoever for any errors of
fact or opinion based on such facts.

Some industry information relating to the shipping industry can be
difficult to find or establish. Some data may not be available and may
need to be estimated or assessed and where such data may be
limited or unavailable subjective assessment may have to be used.

No market analysis can guarantee accuracy. The usual fundamentals
may not always govern the markets, for example, psychology,
market cycles and external events (such as acts of god or
developments in future technologies) could cause markets to depart
from their natural/usual course. Such external events have not been

considered as part of this analysis. Historical market behaviour does
not predict future market behaviour and shipping is an inherently
high risk business. You, should therefore, consider a variety of
information and potential outcomes when making decisions based
on the information contained in this report.

All information provided by Affinity (Shipping) LLP is without any
guarantee whatsoever. Affinity (Shipping) LLP or any of its
subsidiaries or affiliates will not be liable for any consequences
thereof.

This report is intended solely for the information of the email
recipient account and must not be passed or divulged to any third
parties whatsoever without the written permission of Affinity
(Shipping) LLP. Affinity (Shipping) LLP accepts no liability to any third
parties whatsoever. If permission is granted, you must disclose the
full report including all disclaimers, and not selected excerpts which
may be taken out of context.


